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Daily Quote

"What lies behind you and what lies in front of  you 

pales in comparison to what lies inside of  you.“

-- Ralph Waldo Emerson

Feb. 2, 2017

TODAY’S TOP NEWS

SM Hotels and Resorts and Conventions Corp. (SMHCC)

has allocated capital expenditures (capex) of P8.2 billion

over five years to construct new hotels and convention

centers, as well as renovate existing accommodations in its

portfolio.

SM unit allots P8.2-billion capex

The Department of Energy (DOE) is going to be on a 5-

country roadshow to woo global oil giants to invest in the

country’s new round of petroleum contracting. The markets

targeted for multi-continent investment enticements are

Singapore, United States of America, Canada, United Arab

Emirates (in Abu Dhabi) and all the way down to Argentina.

DOE on a 5-country roadshow for petroleum

As the country moves closer to the liberalization of rice

importation, the price of locally produced rice both at farm-

gate and retail level continue to fall at the latter part of

March. During the third week of March, farmgate prices of

palay as well as the average and wholesale prices for well

milled and regular milled rice have all went down.

Rice prices fall as gov’t moves to liberalization

Global Ferronickel Holdings, Inc. (FNI), the second largest

nickel producer in the Philippines, is diversifying into steel

processing as part of efforts to explore value-added

opportunities. The firm said the decision comes in light of

the fast-growing steel demand in the country propelled by

local infrastructure developments.

FNI to produce stainless steel
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1Y 6.038

3Y 5.782

5Y 5.684

7Y 5.700

10Y 5.768

20Y 5.807

Previous Close: 1 Yr Return:

7,879.21 -0.41%

Open: YTD Return:

7,880.48 5.63%

52-Week Range: Source:

6,790.58-8,213.71 Bloomberg

Indonesia lifts ban on PH onions, bananas

In a sudden move, Indonesia lifted anti-dumping measure on 

Philippine bananas and non-tariff measure on

onions/shallots and even urged its ASEAN colleague to

immediately restart exporting these agricultural products to

Indonesia.
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DOTr Usec for railways Timothy John Batan said China is

deemed the most capable to handle the development of the

country’s major long haul railway lines given its expertise

and experience in embarking on these projects. “We know

that our needed capability, experience, and expertise, China

has and will be able to provide,” he said.

CH contractors best bet for railway projects - DOTr

Indonesian firm PT Mayora Indah Tbk is pouring in over

$80 million worth of investments over the next five years for

a coffee production and processing facility in Batangas.

Mayora, which is behind the popular Kopiko coffee brand,

said it has entered into a memorandum of understanding

with Lima Land Inc. for the lease of the property.

IND firm pouring in $80M for PH Kopiko factory

Shakey’s Pizza Asia Ventures Inc., the listed restaurant

operator of the Po family, has acquired Peri-Peri Charcoal

Chicken (Peri), an emerging fast casual and full service

restaurant brand in the Philippines. Shakey’s chairman

Christopher Po said the company plans to make Peri another 

growth driver.

Shakey’s acquires Peri-Peri Chicken

The stock market benefitted from a long overdue technical

rebound yesterday. Thus, the benchmark Philippine Stock

Exchange index (PSEi) regained 38.90 points to close at

7,879.21. Likewise, the broader All Shares index rose 20.73

points, or 0.43 percent, to end at 4,844.86.

Index gains from technical rebound

In a disclosure to the Philippine Dealing & Exchange Corp.

(PDEx) on Tuesday, SMC Global Power said it has received

the Certificate of Permit to Offer Securities for Sale from

the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) on March

29.

SMC power unit begins P30-B bond offer

The listed tugboat and cargo vessel firm said in a disclosure

to the stock exchange on Tuesday it signed a two-year

service agreement with Mariveles Grains Corp. (MGC),

which took effect last Monday, April 1.

Harbor Star seals deal with grains terminal

FIRST Gen Corp. has secured approval from the Securities

and Exchange Commission to increase its authorized capital

stock to P11.6 billion from P8.6 billion by creating new

preferred shares, the Lopez-led energy company told the

stock exchange on Tuesday.

FGEN to issue P3 bn worth of prefs

In a statement on Tuesday, the Aboitiz-led lender said it

launched the country’s first bank-operated and two-way

virtual currency ATM located in its digital branch “The

ARK” in Makati City, making it among the first banks in

Asia to do so.

UnionBank rolls out cryptocurrency ATM

SUBSIDIES to state-run corporations declined in February

as fewer firms sought additional funding, the Bureau of the

Treasury said. Subsidies to government-owned or controlled

corporations (GOCCs) totaled P2.769 billion for the month,

down 70% from a year earlier.

GOCCs subsidies decline 70% in Feb.

Initiatives to improve bilateral trade, investment

opportunities and economic cooperation were tackled by

trade officials of the Philippines and the Czech Republic

during a recently concluded inaugural Joint Economic

Commission meeting. DTI said officials led by Trade

Undersecretary Ceferino Rodolfo attended the JEC meeting

in Prague

PH, Czech Republic eye stronger economic ties
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The troubles are adding up for IHH Healthcare Bhd, wiping

almost US$800M from its market value over three days. A

whipsawing Turkish lira, a major shareholder cutting its

stake, and continued uncertainty over a plan to buy Fortis

Healthcare Ltd have led IHH to fall 6.6 per cent over three

days while the benchmark index was largely flat.

Malaysia fund loses $800M in value over three days

THE Japanese government has acceded to the treaty of the

International Maritime Organization’s (IMO) — Hong

Kong Convention for safe and environmentally sound ship

recycling and is the 10th country to become a party to the

said convention.This convention covers the design,

construction, operation and maintenance of ships

Japan accedes to ship recycling convention

Silicon Valley venture capital firm Sequoia, which has roped

in Google India MD Rajan Anandan to lead its India and

ASEAN-focused startup accelerator programme Surge,

plans to raise a separate $150-200 million for the initiative.

Sequoia & SEA eyes fund for accelerator programme

Australian accounting software maker MYOB Group Ltd on

Wednesday said its second-biggest shareholder has agreed,

with reservations, to vote in favour of U.S. private-equity

firm KKR & Co Inc‘s A$1.6 billion ($1.14 billion) takeover

bid.

MYOB’s key shareholder caves in to KKR offer

Self-drive car rental platform Zoomcar (ZoomCar India Pvt.

Ltd) is in talks to raise around $500 million in a fresh

funding round led by automaker Mahindra and Mahindra

Ltd, said two people aware of the development. The funding

round will include a mix of debt and equity financing, the

people said, requesting anonymity.

Mahindra leads $500m round in self-drive Zoomcar

Executives have been burned by their previous dealings with

big tech companies. But Apple’s promise of a billion devices

worldwide was too good to pass up. Even for Rupert

Murdoch. Like many other media executives, Pamela

Wasserstein was wary of tech giants and their attempts to go

into business with content creators.

Media Companies Take a Big Gamble on Apple

After building a financial powerhouse over three decades,

BlackRock Inc. Chief Executive Larry Fink is charting a path

for growth beyond the U.S. Fink announced a massive

overhaul of the firm’s leadership, shifting more

responsibility to region-specific leaders as well as installing

new management in its alternatives investment division.

BlackRock looks beyond US for growth

TODAY’S TOP ASIAN NEWS

Global trade growth is expected to be lower in 2019 than it

was last year, the World Trade Organization forecast on

Tuesday, citing widespread “tensions” and economic

uncertainty. The WTO had in its preliminary estimates

predicted a 3.7% expansion of trade for this year but has

revised that down to 2.6%

Global tensions, uncertainty force trade slowdown

Toyota Motor Corp said it would offer royalty-free access to

its hybrid-vehicle technology patents through 2030, as it

seeks to expand use of lower emissions vehicles before the

global auto industry shifts to all-battery electric cars.

Toyota to give access to hybrid-vehicle patents

TODAY’S TOP GLOBAL NEWS

Coinbase confirms crypto insurance coverage extent

Coinbase has revealed the details of its insurance

arrangements for cryptocurrency held on customers’ behalf.

Philip Martin the exchange’s vice president of security,

confirmed that it is covered for up to $255 million for coins

held in so-called hot wallets – in other words, assets which

are essentially online and open to potential hacks.

BLOCKCHAIN CORNER
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